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II. CH3-X-CH3(X=O, S, Se, Te;CH2, NH) の
Raman, IR および NMR
II. The Raman, IR and NMR of CH3-X-CH3
(X=0, S, Se, Te ; CH2, NH)
Abstract
Dimethyl telluride(CH3-Te-CH3) was synthesized, and the Raman, infrared and
NMR spectra of CH3-X-CH3(X=O, S, Se, Te ; CH2, NH) were measured. The vibration-
al spectra can be interpreted on the basis of a D3d structure for CH3-X-CH3(X=
O, S, Se, Te) and a non-rigid D3d structure for CH3-X-CH3(X=CH2, NH), where CH2
or NH group rotates freely with respect to the three hydrogen atoms of CH3 group.
























CaH5-X-C2H5(X=0,S,Se,Te)~5J~C)~CH3-X-CH3(X=0,S,Se,Te ; CH2,NH) ~) Raman, IR 67 
2500 1500 rooo -l 2000 crn Fig.H-1 Raman and infrared spectra of H3C-CE3 and H3C-X-CH3(X=0, S, Se Te) 
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Fig. II -2 The band envelopes of infrared parallel ( Il ) and perpendicular (~) type 




Band Type, Activity 
Polarization State 
Description, character, species, activity and band type of the normal 
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C2H~ X C2H5(X O S SeTe)~~J~~)~CH X CH3(X=0,S,Se,Te ; CH2,NH) ~) Raman, IR 71 
Flg. Il: -4 The band envelopes of ir]frared parallel( Il ) and perpendicular(i) type band 
of CH3-CH3, CH3-0-CH3, CH3-C(H2)-CH3 and CH3-N(H)-CH3 
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II 5 100 MHZ Spectra of cu3-X~H3(X=S,Se.Te, 
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C2H5-X-C2H5 (X= O,S,Se,Te) ~~)' J~ '*~CH3-X-CH3 (X= O,S,~-e,Te ; CH2,NH) (Z) 
Table Ill -2 Symmetry species, selection rulcs and fl~eclucncy assignmcnts 
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#1) This vibration should be inactive in both Raman and infrared for D3d symmetry, 
but might appear due to violation of normal selection rules caused by molecular 
distortion in: Iiquid. 
#2) out of phsae 
(?) This means that polarization state or band contour is ambiguous. 
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